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1. Double-Row Ball Slewing Bearing
This slewing bearing is comprised of double row steel balls in upper and lower layers, inner ring and outer
ring, spacer, lubricating and seal fittings. The inner ring and outer ring are in two separate structures and two



half rings need to be fixed by joint bolts. Due to the upper and lower rows of steel balls, the bearing can carry
radial force, axial force and tilting moment simultaneously. Mostly, the bearing is working under axial force
and tilting moment together.
It is especially suitable for some Loading &Unloading Machines of over-medium diameter, such as Tower
Crane, Truck crane and so on.

2. Ball and Roller Combination Slewing Bearing
The ball and roller combination of rolling elements can handle small eccentricities at high axial loads and
moderate radial loads. It is suited when the structural design requires a large bearing diameter and long
working life. For this bearing type, the eccentricity should be small and not exceed 1.2 under operating loads.

3. Double-Row Ball with Different Diameter Slewing Bearing
Double-row different diameter ball slewing bearing has three seats rings. The steel balls and the spacers may
be directly arranged into the upper and lower raceways. Two rows of steel balls with different diameters are
fitted according to the load.
Such open mode fitting features are very convenience. The load angles of both upper and lower races are
90°, which enable the bearing to bear large axial force and the overturning moment. When the radial force is
larger than 1/10 of the axial force, the raceways should be especially designed. The axial dimension and
radial dimension of double-row ball slewing bearing are rather large, and the bearing construction is sturdy .

4. Four-Point Contact Ball Slewing Bearing
Four-Point Contact Ball Slewing Bearing is composed of 2 seat-rings. It is compact in design and light in
weight. The balls contact with the circular race at four points, which carry the axial force, radial force and
resultant moment simultaneously.
It is mainly used for slewing conveyors, welding arm and positioner, medium duty cranes, excavators and
other engineering machines

5. Cross Roller Slewing Bearing
The single-row crossed roller slewing bearing is composed of 2 seat-rings, characterized by its compact in
design, light in weight, strict producing accuracy, small fabrication gap and high requirements for mounting
accuracy. The rollers are arranged in cross 1:1.
This kind of bearings is able to bear axial loads, overturning torque, and relatively high radial loads.

6. Three-Row Roller slewing bearing.
Three-Row Roller Slewing Ring has 3 seat-rings, Upper Orbit, Nether Orbit and Radial Orbit are separated
individually, it makes the load of each row of the rollers can be confirmed, so it can undertake all kinds of
different load simultaneously and it's Carrying Capacity is the biggest among four models, one more thing,
the axial & radial size are rather large to some extent and the structure is very firm, so it is especially suitable
for many heavy-duty machines which require bigger diameter such as Bucket-Wheel Excavator, wheeled
Crane, Shipyard Crane, heavy-duty Truck Crane and so on.
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